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  Abstract

Emerging zoonoses are a signi�cant threat to global public health and our economies. The

majority are caused by pathogens that emerge with increasing frequency from wildlife hosts

(e.g. HIV-1 from chimpanzees, SARS CoV from bats and civets, Nipah virus from fruit bats). This

group of diseases alone causes tens of thousands of deaths each year, and some outbreaks (e.g.

SARS) have cost the global economy tens of billions of dollars. However, despite the huge

social, demographic and economic impact of EIDs, there has been little advance in our

understanding of the underlying process of how these wildlife zoonoses emerge, and in

developing predictive approaches to prevent future emergence. Developing predictive and

proactive approaches to zoonotic emergence is a key challenge to medical science. New

zoonoses emerge regularly from wildlife in a seemingly random way, from disparate regions of

the globe, and from a wide diversity of wildlife species. Our ability to understand what drives

this process is hampered by a lack of rigorous analyses of the processes that cause

emergence;our lack of knowledge of the diversity of microbes in wildlife (the `zoonotic pool')

from which new zoonoses regularly emerge;and our poor understanding of pathogenic factors

that explain why some viruses are able to cross the species barrier while others are not. In this

application, we bring together a multidisciplinary team of emerging disease ecologists and

modelers, viral bioinformaticists, and molecular virologists who are leaders in their �elds, and

who have already collaborated together to study zoonotic disease emergence. Building on

preliminary data that demonstrates bats are a key wildlife reservoir, and that emergence is due

to a range of anthropogenic drivers, this team will 1) develop predictive models of global

`hotspots'for the future emergence of bat viruses;2) use a large repository of bat biological

samples to conduct targeted surveillance in these `hotspots'for known and undiscovered bat

pathogens, elucidating the unknown diversity of the bat `virome'and;3) using a range of in vitro

techniques (including infection in bat cell culture), examine the pathogenesis of these new

viruses, and a pool of available bat viruses which have not yet emerged in humans. This

multidisciplinary approach represents the �rst, concerted effort to understand the depth and

breadth of the process of emergence within a key group of wildlife hosts associated with the

recent emergence of SARS, Nipah, Hendra, Ebola and Marburg viruses.
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Public Health Relevance

Emerging zoonoses (e.g. HIV/AIDS, In�uenza) are a major threat to health globally, causing tens

of thousands of deaths each year in the USA and abroad and a number of these have emerged

from bats recently (SARS, Ebola, Nipah). This research provides a way to predict the regions

where the next new emerging zoonoses from bats is most likely to emerge, and proposes

targeted surveillance of these animals using state-of-the- art molecular techniques in those

regions. It will characterize new viruses, and study the pathogenesis of these, and a bank of

known bat viruses that have not yet emerged in the human population: It is therefore a

predictive, proactive approach to combating the most high pro�le group of emerging

pathogens.
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